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Olbers' paradox:  
Why is the night sky dark if the universe is filled with stars?

How dark is the universe?
What is the total radiation production of the universe?
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Cosmic radiation: extragalactic background light (EBL) 
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Observations: galaxy survey vs intensity mapping
noise-free lightcone

Millennium Run Observatory @ 1.6 μm 
Overzier+12 • Study internal properties


• Photo-z and spec-z


• Tips of the icebergs (incomplete) 

galaxies given a selection function

• No thresholding (complete)


• Hard to interpret


• Line-of-sight projection

intensity map



noise-free sky

Millennium Run Observatory 
Overzier+12 • Study internal properties


• Photo-z and spec-z


• Tips of the icebergs (incomplete) 

galaxies given a selection function

• No thresholding (complete)


• Hard to interpret


• Line-of-sight projection

intensity map

1.6 μm

• Redshift is readily known (with caveats)


• Line diagnostics is ready to go, e.g., SFR


• Needs wide-field spectroscopic data

simulated CO intensity map

image credit: 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Line intensity mapping to ease the interpretation
see Kovetz et al. 2017 for a review (JHU workshop white paper)



Broadband intensity mapping?

Pan-STARRS1 
Chambers+16

• Data exist in almost all wavebands

• But key information (redshift and frequency) is lost 

R = λ/Δλ ~ 10

• Can go wide and deep relatively quickly



How to get redshifts of photons?

An intensity map I(ϕ)

?
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3D reference (e.g., SDSS, DESI, PFS)

clustering-based redshift estimation: Newman+08, Menard+13, McQuinn+13

galaxy survey



spatial 
fluctuations redshift spectrum physical constraints on 

cosmic constituents 

Overcoming limitations in broadband intensity mapping



The diffuse sky gallery



The analysis:   intensity map ∙ reference(z)   ∝       (z) b(z)dI
dz

SDSS + BOSS (Φ, z)
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SDSS + BOSS (Φ, z)I(Φ)

Blanton+05
Reid+16
Pâris+18



Are there extragalactic photons in my maps?

Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis 1998



Schlegel, Finkbeiner, Davis 98
SFD 98

Planck 14
Planck 16

Meisner & Finkbeiner 15

∙

SDSS

Extragalactic imprints in Galactic dust maps

• Introduces redshift- and scale-dependent biases in all photometry


• Biasing ~0.5% of w measurement using type Ia supernovae 


• Affects spatial statistics in a way similar to lensing magnification 
SFDSFD Planck

stellar

Implication: systematic biases in galaxy  
photometry and cosmology experiments

Green+18

Green+15
Schlafly+14

∙

SDSS

Lenz, Hensley, Dore 17
∙

SDSS Chiang & Ménard 2018



microwave infrared ultraviolet x-ray gamma-rayradio optical

ISM, CGM, IGM

dustrelic stars

accreting blackholes

young 
stars

Near-UV (NUV) 2300 ÅFar-UV (FUV) 1500 Å 

Chiang et al. 2018bCosmic UV background tomography



Far-UV (FUV) 
1500 Å 

GALEX



Far-UV (FUV) 
1500 Å 

GALEX

Challenges: 

• ghosts, artifacts, dust cirrus


• airglow, zodiacal light


• flat-fielding, tile-edge effect


• understand noise property

1 deg scale10 deg scale



Cosmic UV background in GALEX
Chiang et al. 2018b
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in collaboration with B. Ménard & D. Schiminovich 



The information content in redshift 
• Cosmological distance (breaks the l.o.s. projection)

• Cosmic time label
• Spectral information: νem = (1+z) νobs

dI
dz

∂I
∂t = + ∂I

∂ν 
dt
dz

dν
dz

spectral features  
(K-correction)

evolution over timeobservable

Chiang et al 2018b

Spectral Tagging



Special case:  ∂I/∂t = 0 dI
dz

∂I
∂t = + ∂I

∂ν 
dt
dz

dν
dz

• Fully recover the spectrum by a deconvolution 


• Works for spectrum of any shape


• Spectral resolution is limited by redshift error, not the bandwidth



strong ∂I/∂ν strong ∂I/∂t 
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dzGeneral case

observable bias emissivity IGM absorptionfilter curve
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Parameterization of the UV background spectrum



Forecast for the UV spectral tagging 
Chiang et al. 2018b
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Spectral tagging the cosmic UV background

dashed:  
Haardt & Madau 12

Best-fit UV background spectrum

Chiang et al. 2018b



Figure 4 
Faucher-Giguere 19



spatial 
fluctuations spectrumredshift physical constraints on 

cosmic constituents 

• Cosmic star-formation


• Leakage of Ionizing photons


• Lyα escape from the ISM

Takeaway: the flow of information content 

masking known sources 
for population diagnostics

synergy with galaxy surveys

All is done without using any spectroscopic data in the UV

The technique enables intensity mapping in a wide range of  
existing and coming wide-field datasets in all wavebands


